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Automatic knives are the ones in which the blade slides parallel to the handle to deploy. There are
two types of out-the-front knives. The first is the single action OTF knife which quickly extends the
blade, normally using a push button, but has to be manually retracted. The second kind of OTF knife
is the double action knife which immediately extends the blade and retracts it using a sliding button
or release. Microtech knives are fantastic tactical knives because they are fully automatic.

OTF knives are the ones which, when triggered, thrust the blade out from the front of the handle.
They can be divided into subgroups such as manual slides knives, automatic OTF switchblade
knives along with gravity knives that are restricted as they can be considered and used as offensive
weapons.

Even so, because they are fully automatic, they make exceptional tools for the police and armed
forces. Especially in circumstances where they are unable to safely advance forward without their
firearm in a single hand, the automatic OTF knife offers them the versatility and ease of use while
providing proper protection.

As these automatic OTF knives may be used as an offensive weapon, several countries around the
world have prohibited the possession or use of knives that are automatic or OTF knives. In addition,
a lot of schools and universities also have prohibited the possession or carrying of such a knife.

There are some exclusions to this. For example, a hunter or a person whose job necessitates the
use of this type of knife can be permitted to posses a Microsoft OTF knife - such as a chef. The use
or possession of knives such as these by ordinary people has been suspended in the most part due
to their offensive nature and even certain OTF knives being connected with possible gang affiliation.

Austria is one of the few exceptions to the banning of OTF knives by civilian use or possession. In
Austria, ordinary people are allowed to own automatic knives. This is very different than attitudes of
the majority of other Western European countries where knives are regarded with suspicion due to
their weaponry capability.

Historically, the earliest known example of a spring loaded blade dates back to the 18th century.
Nearly all of those from that time period seen in museums today are from the British and French
origins. Today there are a great number of companies as well as custom makers of automatic OTF
knives. Quality built automatic knives are made right here in the USA with American supplies and
labor. Government departments, military units, emergency personnel and even lovers of knives can
find numerous OTF knives to suit their needs and interests.

And so, if you're looking for Microtech OTF knives or automatic knives of any size, make or model,
you'll want to research before you buy and examine all of the available choices. You will see various
prices to fit any financial situation in addition to a myriad of models and makes to match your
selected purpose.
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DJ Willis - About Author:
For the most comprehensive selection of a fixed blades and a smith & wesson knives, visit
BladeOps.com today.
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